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ABSTRACT

A comprehensive unified description of the application of Granada's Synthetic Model to

the slow-neutron scattering by molecular systems is continued. Detailed formulae for the

zero-order energy transfer kernel are presented basing on the general formalism of the model.

An explicit analytical formula for the total scattering cross section as a function of the

incident neutron energy is also obtained. Expressions of the free gas model for the

zero-order scattering kernel and for the total scattering kernel are considered as a sub-case of

the Synthetic Model.

1. INTRODUCTION.

A formalism of Granada's synthetic model for the slow-neutron scattering by molecular

gases was presented by DROZDOWICZ (1995a) according to GRANADA (1985) and GILLETTE

(1989) with later extensions. General formulae were quoted for the n-order scattering kernel.
Detailed formulae deduced for the zero-order energy transfer kernel and for the related



energy-dependent total scattering cross section are collected in the present report. The paper

is a continuation of the preceding one (DROZDOWICZ 1995a) and the notation used there is

kept here without an additional explanation (a list of main symbols used is enclosed). To get

an easy reference to equations, they were numbered in DROZDOWICZ (1995a) as Eq.(l.xx)

and here as Eq.(2.xx).

The formulae which describe the scattering kernels and cross sections discussed in the

paper are referred to a single individual atom bound in a particular molecule. A summation

over numbers of atoms of all species present in the molecule has to be done to get these

parameters for the compound considered.

2. VARIABLES AND PARAMETERS IN ENERGY-DEPENDENT RELATIONSHIPS.

Some auxiliary parameters and variables are introduced to shorten and simplify the

notation. They are defined in a manner which is formally similar to the one used in the free

gas model. In Granada's synthetic model they are, however, based on the effective mass ju

and on the effective system temperature i. Thus, the mass parameters are defined

(GRANADA et al. 1987) as:

(2-1)

.
p = - M ) = - , (2.2)

where the effective mass [i has been defined by Eq.( 1.23) with (1.12).

It is convenient to express the functions of energy which appear in the model by

relative independent variables. Then for the incident neutron energy:



(23)

and for the outscattered neutron:

£ =

where the effective temperature T has been defined by Eq.(1.24) with (1.18).

In the same way the L mode oscillator relative energy parameter is expressed:

.
e, = —L- ^ , (2.5)

V

and for the fictitious incident neutron energy E~, Eq.(1.32), the following values are used:

let Ea = EI , (2.6)

then e = _« , (2.7)

(2.8)

For further evaluations it is useful to notice that the quantities introduced in Eqs (2.1)

to (2.8) are implicit functions of some parameters:

ri = rj ( A(v) ) ,

£ = e( f 3 (v) ) , (2.9)

e = e ( f 3 (v ) ) ,

e = e (a 8 ,f3(v)) ,
JU L-t LJ LJ

where



which results from the definitions given in part I (DROZDOWICZ 1995a).

3. ENERGY TRANSFER KERNEL OF ORDER ZERO.

The general expression Eq.(l.S) for the n-order kernel leads to the formula for the

energy transfer kernel of order zero:

(2.10)

which consists of the principal term a°(E,E) and of the correction terms o^ (£,£) and

o (E,E) resulting from the process of phonon annihilation (A) and creation (c).

The principal term o°(E,E) can be obtained in the same way as for the free gas model

but for particles of the effective mass ju at the effective temperature T (GRANADA et al.

1987). The final formula given by GRANADA (1991) and GILLETTE (1989) can be

rearranged to the following form:

a°(E,E) = e x p - - ^ (e-e) £(£,£) , (2.11)
2k re

where the function e(E,E) is of the same type as in the free gas model:

£(£,£) = erf(77v'e - pjc) T erf(7]v^ + pj~c) -

] , (2.12)



but where the effective magnitudes, 7], p, e, £, appear as defined in Eqs (2.1) to (2.4). The

upper sign is for the upscattering and the lower one for the downscattering. Both the

scattering processes are included using the following notation:

A = £-£ . (2.13)

Then

sgn(A) = 1 for the downscattering, £ > £ ,

sgn(A) = 0 for the elastic scattering,

sgn(A) = —1 for the upscattering,

and Eq(2.12) can be rewritten:

£(£,£) = eif(r\Je - pje ) + sgn(A) erf(7]V^ + pje ) -

- exp(£ - £) [erf(pV£ - T]<]e ) + sgn(A) en(pj£ + r{Jc )] . (2. 14)

The function given by Eqs (2.11) and (2.14) is also a base for a calculation of the phononic

terms and of higher order scattering kernels.

The n-order phononic terms of the energy transfer kernel have been defined by the

general Eqs (1.33) and (1.34) from which the zero order terms are obtained immediately as:

(2.15a)

(2.15b)

The coefficients C^ and Cr are functions of the incident neutron energy and of the L
Li Li

mode parameters:

Ą = f(E,L,E+

L) ,

^-) .



They are independent of the order of the scattering kernel and have been defined in Eqs

(1.30) and (1.31), respectively. According to the notation given here in paragraph 2, they can

be rewritten to an equivalent form:

r* -r ~ (2.16)

I -• (2.17)

The function %Q(Ea,E) results from Eq.( 1.33):

The differentiation leads to the explicit formula:

(2.18)

1 +
2k reB a

exp - (2.19)

where the expressions a°(E ,E) and E,(E ,E) are functions of the fictitious incident

neutron energy E equal to E+ for the phonon annihilation and to E~ for the phonon
CC Li L,

creation. The new function used here is:

- £) exp(ea - e) [erf(p - T]V ) + sgn(Aa)

(2.20)



with

Aa = £a-e . (2.21)

The function %(£',£) exists only if the phonon creation is possible due to a sufficient
U Lt

energy of the incident neutron, i.e. when E~L > 0 [cf. Eq.(1.32)].

The switching functions PL(E), which appear in the coefficients C and £9, have

been defined in Eq.(1.14). They are also present implicit in other variables through the

parameter v [cf. relations (2.9) and Eq.(1.22)].

3.1. The lowest frequency modes of the zero-order scattering kernel.

The expressions for the particular components of the scattering kernel, cr°(£\E),

c£T(E,E), (£.(£,£), [Eqs (2.11), (2.15)], have been obtained when narrow peaks,
\jLi Ui-

corresponding to the L mode oscillators, can be distinguished in the phonon spectrum [cf.

Eq.(1.13)]. For the lowest modes the peaks are usually not well defined (e.g. a rotational

frequency band is observed) and then an idea of the wide phonon spectrum is better to be

used in a description of these modes (GILLETTE and GRANADA, 1994). The switching

functions P ,(E} relevant for this case have been obtained in Eq.(1.17). They are used in the
L^

expressions for the principal term c°(E,E) or a°(E ,E) and for the phonon annihilation

correction c£ (E,E). Formally, these expressions given in Eqs (2.11) and (2.15a) remain
\)Li

unchanged.

A different situation is with the term connected to the phonon creation effect. A

contribution of this process is assumed to be proportional to the frequency spectrum g (o>) at
Li

(0 = E/U and to £0(0,£). A calculation of this limit leads (GILLETTE 1994) to the following

formula for the phonon creation term of the scattering kernel:



oJ.(E,.E) = — (l + n.) 2 V7T/i exp
\)Lj \ f t *» Li f~

M, fuD. / ^L L vT£

with

and

= O,

l + 2/iv +

for

(2.22)

(Z23)

or (2.24)

The value of the coefficient G (E) follows the function g,((0) assumed for the phonon
Li Li

spectrum in Eq.(l.l6).

4. TOTAL SCATTERING CROSS SECTION.

A physical magnitude which is closely related to the energy transfer scattering kernel

of order zero <7 (£,£) is the total scattering cross section. The total energy-dependent

scattering cross section a (E) for a material defines the thermal neutron scattering as a

function of the incident neutron energy only, independently of the outscattered neutron

energy. Therefore it is available after an integration of the kernel a (£,£) over all final

energies:

= J (2.25)

The total scattering cross section CT (£) can be obtained numerically from Eq.(2.25) when
S

the scattering kernel G (E,E) has been found. However, in many cases only the cross

section o~ (E) for a given material is of interest and then it is sufficient to know an explicit
S

function a (E) to avoid a laborious calculation of the scattering kernel a (£,£). The

10



formula can be found when the expressions obtained for the scattering kernel are inserted

into the defining equation (2.25). Following Eq.(1.5) we have:

(2.26)

and the function G (E,E) is defined in Eq.(2.10) with all subsequent definitions and substitu-

tions given in paragraph 3. Then we obtain:

(2.28)

where the components, cr°(£), (Tj(E), G f J ( E ) , correspond to the integrals of the

ro<

sL
fundamental and phonon terms of the scattering kernel a (E,E).

The fundamental term G°(E) according to GRANADA (1985) follows the result derived
S

by KRIEGER and NELKIN (1957), extended by using the effective temperature and masses (cf.

definitions quoted in DRQZDOWICZ 1994). The formula obtained, basing on GRANADA

(1985), GRANADA et al. (1987) and GILLETTE (1989), is:

<*°& = f 14_A2,2 [erftv/Z) - v/T^"c exp(-CZ) erf(V(l - Q Z ) ] , (2.29)
S ŁJ i ~"~ r

where Z is a function of the incident neutron relative energy:

Z = ye , (2.30)

and

- = i +v+ ̂  • <"»
The relative energy e is defined in Eq.(2.3) and the parameter v and the effective mass jU.

11



have been given in Eqs (1.22) and (1.23), respectively.

The result of the integration of the phonon terms is:

(2.32a)

where the coefficients C. and Cr are functions of the incident neutron energy and of the
LŚ JLt

oscillator mode energy, as shown in Eqs (2.16) and (2.17), and the function Y(EJ is

expressed by

1 - V2

Z

- C(l - C)

erf(V(l - Q Za ) J ,- C exp(-CZj erf(V(l - Q Zn) , (2.33)

where E is the generalized notation (Eq.(2.6)) used for the fictitious incident neutron energy

E+ or E~ (dependent on the real energy £ and on the L mode oscillator energy as defined in
Li Li

Eq.(1.32)). The variable Z follows this notation and definition (2.30):

(2.34)

4.1. The lowest frequency modes of the total scattering cross section.

For the lowest frequency 0) oscillator modes the concept of the wide phonon
Li

spectrum has been introduced into the description of the scattering kernel ft (E,E) in this

region. This influences also, of course, the expressions for the total scattering cross section

12



a (E). The principal term a°(E) and the phonon annihilation correction O^.(E) of the
S S S Lt

cross section are still formally described by the relationships obtained above, Eqs (2.29) and

(2.32a) with (2.33), respectively. However, the switching functions Pj(f) have to be used

in the form relevant for the wide phonon spectrum case, Eq.(1.17), instead of the general

formula. This concerns the parameters, fi, v, T, which appear in the relationships [cf. Eqs

(2.29), (2.32a), (2.33), and definitions given in DROZDOWICZ (1995a)].

The expression for the phonon creation term a (E) have to be obtained separately

(GILLETTE and GRANADA 1994). An integration of the kernel c^L(E,E) leads in this case

(after GILLETTE 1994) to the following formula:

fc„T f 4/j
(2.35a)

M.fKO. u k [l + 2/xv + p
Li Li V

for h

and

ac,(E,E) = 0, for E<ho). or E>hco. , (2.35b)
2*

where G (E) has been defined in Eq.(2.23).
Li

5. FREE GAS MODEL AS A LIMIT CASE OF THE SYNTHETIC MODEL.

When a free atom (without chemical bindings in a molecule) is considered the

phononic terms of the synthetic model disappear. Let us consider the most common

magnitudes, i.e. the energy transfer scattering kernel of order zero and the total scattering

cross section. They tends then to the fundamental terms only:

13



(2.36)

and

a (Ź) -> a°(£) , (2.37)
D o

which gives:

(2.38)

and

°C£) , (2.39)

according to Eqs (2.10) and (2.26) to (2.28).

The switching functions in this case:

PL(E) -» 0 , (2.40)

which involves:

T -> 0 ,
(2.41)

cf. Eqs (1.21),(1.22)]. This leads to:

(2.42)

(2.43)

as results from Eqs (1.18) to (1.20) and (1.11), and which means that the idea of the effective

system temperature T and effective scattering mass /A is not kept longer and the real physical

magnitudes, T and A, are used. Including this behaviour into relationships obtained within

the synthetic model one gets the well known formulae of the free gas model. From Eq.(2.11)

14



for the scattering kernel of order zero:

(2.44)

The mass parameters, r\ and p [Eqs (2.1), (2.2)], in the function $EJE) [defined in

Eq.(2.14)] tends now to the corresponding parameters of the free gas model:

A + 1
(2.45)

and

A - 1
P -» Pf = — — • (2.46)

Making also use of k te = E and of the definition of the bound cross section oj, one

obtains from Eq.(2.44):

,E) = asf - — erf(Tfo£ - pfV? ) + sgn(A)
<b>^>

sgn(A) erf(pfv£ + T]f^ )] , (2.47)

which is the formula of the free gas model (cf. e.g. WILLIAMS 1966, p.26) where:

(2.48)

When the same limits [Eqs (2.40) to (2.43)] are set into formulae for the total scattering

cross section [Eqs (2.39) and (2.29)] the simple formula of the free gas model is obtained:

15



= asf l + e r f ( ) + (2.49)+
Y**^* *»

(cf. WILLIAMS 1966).

From a comparison of relationships (2.47) with {(2.10) + [(2.11) to (2.20)]} and (2.49)

with {(2.28) -f [(2.29) to (2.34)] one can easy notice that the free gas model is a big

simplification of a description of the slow-neutron scattering when the scattering atoms are

bound in a molecular structure. Therefore, Granada's Synthetic Model is very useful

particularly in the case of the hydrogenous media when the effects of the molecular bindings

cannot be neglected because of the low mass of hydrogen atoms.

LIST OF MAIN SYMBOLS.

C^, C, — coefficients in the phonon terms of the scattering kernel and cross section,
LJ Li

CL = f(E,L,E2), Eqs (1.29) - (1.31) and (2.32), (2.16), (2.17)

C - parameter in the function a°(E), C = Ą/i,v), Eq.(2.31)

E — incident neutron energy

E — outscattered neutron energy

El — fictitious incident neutron energy in the phonon terms of the scattering kernel or cross

section, Er = f(E,L), Eq.(1.32)
JL

E — generalized notation for energies E* and E~, Eq.(2.6)
CC Li Lt

e,e — incident and outscattered neutron relative energies in the free gas model, Eq.(2.48)

f,(aj) — frequency spectrum in the vicinity of KOJ (general case), Eq.(1.13)
Li Li

G.(E) - value of the function g.((0) at Ti<0 = £, Eq.(2.23)
Li Lt

gr(co) — frequency spectrum in the vicinity of ?wo when an idea of the wide phononL LI

spectrum is used, Eq.(1.16)

H — Planck's constant (divided by 2ri)

16



fc„ — Boltzmann constant
D

M — relative atomie mass

M . — relative molecular massmol
M — L mode relative mass for the atomic motion

Lr

n — occupation number, n = f(L), Eq.(1.20)
Ln i*

P (E) - switching function used in the synthetic model, P = f(EJL), Eqs (1.14), (1.17)
Lt Lt

T — absolute temperature of the system

Z - independent variable in the function a°(E), Z = Ą£,/i,T), Eq.(2.30)

Za - independent variable in the function "f(E^, Z = f(E^,i), Eq.(2.34)

8 — L mode frequency line width
Lt

e — outscattered neutron relative energy, Eq.(2.4)

e — incident neutron relative energy, Eq.(2.3)

e — relative energy parameter of the L mode oscillator, Eq.(2.5)
Ls

e — relative fictitious energy £ , Eq.(2.7), (2.8)

T - effective Debye-Waller factor, r = rf£fl£,L)l , Eq(1.21)

A — difference of the incident and outscattered neutron relative energies, Eq.(2.13)

A — difference of the incident fictitious and outscattered neutron relative energies,

Eq.(2.21)

77 — mass parameter, Eq.(2.1)

\L - effective relative atomic mass, ji = /i IT, £ f(£,L)~| , Eqs (1.23), (1.12)

v - parameter, v=jflT,7), Eq.(1.22)

%(Ea,E) - part of the function xQ(Ea,E), Eq.(2.20)

p — mass parameter, Eq.(2.2)

<Tb — bound atom scattering cross section, Eq.(1.6)

<TSf — free atom scattering cross section

a (E) — total scattering cross section, Eq.(2.25)
S

ćr (E) — incident neutron energy function in the cross section a (E), Eqs (2.27), (2.28)s s

CT°(£) — principal term of the scattering cross section function o (E), Eqs (2.29), (2.29)s s

17



</",(£), CTC (£) — L mode phonon terms of the scattering cross section, Eqs (2.28), (2.32)
S Li SL,

a(E,E) — energy transfer function in the zero-order scattering kernel, Eq.(2.10)

a (E,E) — scattering kernel of ordern, Eq.(1.5)

c (E,E) — energy transfer function in the n-order scattering kernel, Eqs (1.5),(1.8)

O°(E,E) — principal term of the n-order scattering kernel, Eqs (1.8),(1.25)

(/.(£,£), 0C.(E,E) - L mode phonon terms of the rc-order scattering kernel, Eqs (1.8),(1.29)
n LI fiLt

£(£,£) — function in the principal term a°(E,E) of the energy transfer kernel,

Eqs (2.11), (2.14)

T - effective temperature, T= rf T, £ /(£l)1 , Eqs (1.24), (1.18)

— function of the fictitious energy E in the phononic terms of the scattering cross

section, Eqs (2.32), (2.33)

£.(£ .,£) - zero-order energy transfer function % (E~,E), Eqs (2.18), (2.19)
U d ft JLr

X (E~:,E) - energy transfer function in the phononic terms, Eqs (1.33) - (1.35)n Li

0. — L mode oscillator frequency
Li
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